FALL 2014 Course SLO Assessment Report - 4-Column
El Camino College
El Camino: Course SLOs (HUM) - Foreign Languages
Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
ECC: CHIN 1 - Elementary Chinese I - SLO #1 - Assessment Method Description:
Upon completion of this course students will
Individual oral exam of approximately 5 minutes
converse in Mandarin Chinese in a culturally
per student.
appropriate manner about every day topics such Assessment Method:
as greetings, personal information, place and
Exam/Test/Quiz
time.
Standard and Target for Success:
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
It is expected that 70% of students assessed will
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
score a "C"/70% or above on this SLO.
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
Course SLOs 1 and ctu.unitid = 741

Results

Action & Follow-Up

02/06/2015 - Total of 43 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 41 out of
43 students assessed passed this SLO while 2 did not,
with a success rate of 93%.

12/11/2015 - Maintain the high success
rate of 93% by continuing to provide
students with more opportunities to
practice conversational Chinese.

SLO #1 assesses oral (speaking and listening) skills in
Chinese. The success rate (93%) notably exceeds the
expected rate (70%), reflecting that most students have
achieved level-appropriate proficiency in Chinese oral
skills. The success rate (93%) is also significantly
higher than the previous SLO result (84%).
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Helen Zhao
09/12/2014 - Total of 44 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 37 out of
44 students assessed passed this SLO while 7 did not,
with a success rate of 84%.

SLO #1 assesses oral (speaking and listening) skills in
Chinese. The success rate (84%) notably exceeds the
expected rate (70%), reflecting that most students have
achieved level-appropriate proficiency in Chinese oral
skills.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Xiaowen Wu

ECC: CHIN 1 - Elementary Chinese I - SLO #2 Upon completion of this course students will
read, write/produce and comprehend a short
paragraph, using simple sentences written in
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Reading and writing component of final exam
emphasizing beginning level Chinese grammar
and vocabulary.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

02/06/2015 - Total of 43 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 39 out of
43 students assessed passed this SLO while 4 did not,
with a success rate of 91%.
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12/12/2014 - Maintain the high success
rate of 84% by continuing to provide
students with more opportunities to
practice conversational Chinese.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/11/2015 - Maintain the high success
rate of 91% in this SLO by continuing
to help students in reading and writing
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Chinese characters and the Pinyin Romanization
Assessment Method:
system.
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
“C” or above for this SLO.
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Results

practice, emphasizing Chinese grammar
and vocabulary.
SLO #2 assesses the skills of reading and writing
simple Chinese sentences employing level-appropriate
grammar and vocabulary. The success rate (91%) is
notably higher than the expected rate (70%). Most
students appear to have achieved their proficiency in
this category. The success rate (91%) is also
significantly higher than the previous SLO result
(84%).
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Helen Zhao
09/12/2014 - Total of 44 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 37 out of
44 students assessed passed this SLO while 7 did not,
with a success rate of 84%.

SLO #2 assesses the skills of reading and writing
simple Chinese sentences employing level-appropriate
grammar and vocabulary. The success rate (84%) is
notably higher than the expected rate (70%). Most
students appear to have achieved their proficiency in
this category.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Xiaowen Wu

ECC: CHIN 1 - Elementary Chinese I - SLO #3 Upon completion of this course students will
recognize and pronounce 200 Chinese characters
with appropriate tones.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Reading and writing component of final exam
employing beginning level Chinese characters.
(e.g. correctly forming Chinese characters,
identifying radicals for Chinese characters, and
reading and writing sentences in Chinese
characters.)
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” or above for this SLO.

Action & Follow-Up

02/06/2015 - Total of 43 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 37 out of
43 students assessed passed this SLO while 6 did not,
with a success rate of 86%.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/12/2014 - Maintain the high success
rate of 84% in this SLO by continuing
to help students in reading and writing
practice, emphasizing Chinese grammar
and vocabulary.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/11/2015 - Maintain the modified
lesson plan and continue to emphasize
the practice of reading and writing
Chinese characters.

Action Category:
SLO 3 assesses the skills of reading and writing of
Teaching Strategies
Chinese characters. The success rate (86%) is notably
higher than the expected rate (70%), and it also exceeds
the Fall 2013 success rate (77%) by 9%. As part of the
Action Plan in the previous assessment report, the
course curriculum has been reviewed and the lesson
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

plan has been modified. The number of Chinese
characters taught in the course has been moderately
reduced from 250 to 220 for more effective learning.
The reduced number of 220 is still “over 200”, well in
line with the course objectives. (Our comparison
survey shows that many surrounding colleges teach less
Chinese characters than we do in their beginning
Chinese courses, such as Los Angeles Community
College, Long Beach City College, as well as California
State University-Long Beach.) The improved success
rate reflects a significantly better learning outcome.

Active

Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Helen Zhao
09/12/2014 - Total of 44 students in two Chinese 1
sections participated in the SLO assessment. 34 out of
44 students assessed passed this SLO while 10 did not,
with a success rate of 77%.

The success rate (77%) of this SLO is higher than the
expected rate (70%) but not as high as that of SLO #1
and SLO #2 - both rated 84%. This relatively lower
success rate reflects the degree of difficulty in the study
of Chinese characters in comparison to that of
grammar, vocabulary and conversation. Given that most
students have never learned any writing systems similar
to Chinese characters, it is not surprising to see that
students perform better on Chinese grammar,
vocabulary (SLO #2) and conversation (SLO #1) than
on the Chinese characters (SLO #3).

12/12/2014 - 1) Continue the current
teaching strategy and emphasize the
practice of reading and writing Chinese
characters. (e.g. increasing assignments
in reading and writing of the
characters.)

2) Discuss with the division curriculum
committee a need to update and make a
minor modification to the study
requirements regarding Chinese
characters.
Action Category:
Curriculum Changes

Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Xiaowen Wu

ECC: CHIN 3 - Intermediate Chinese - SLO #1 Upon completion of this course students will
converse in Mandarin Chinese about intermediate
-level topics such as negotiating
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Individual oral exam of approximately 10
minutes
per student.

02/06/2015 - Total of 14 students participated in the
SLO assessment. All of them passed this SLO, with a
success rate of 100%.
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12/11/2015 - Maintain the high success
rate of 100% and continue to provide
students with more opportunities to
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terms on renting apartment and politely declining
invitations, using culturally appropriate
expressions.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students assessed will
score a "C"/70% or above on this SLO.

Results

practice conversational Chinese.
SLO #1 assesses oral (speaking and listening) skills in
Action Category:
Chinese. The success rate (100%) is significantly higher
Teaching Strategies
than the expected rate (70%), reflecting that every
student has achieved level-appropriate proficiency in
oral skills.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
David Shan

ECC: CHIN 3 - Intermediate Chinese - SLO #2 Upon completion of this course students will
read, write/produce and comprehend multiple
paragraphs written in Chinese characters using
passive-voice sentences and a variety of
complements with verbs.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Reading and writing component of final exam,
emphasizing grammar and vocabulary.
(e.g.,reading comprehension followed by
questions, sentence/paragraph translations.)
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” or above for this SLO.

02/06/2015 - Total of 14 students participated in the
SLO assessment. Everyone passed this SLO, with a
success rate of 100%.

ECC: CHIN 3 - Intermediate Chinese - SLO #3 Upon completion of this course students will
recognize and correctly pronounce additional 150
Chinese characters (beyond the characters
learned in Chinese 1 and 2).
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Reading and writing component of final exam,
employing level-appropriate Chinese characters.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” or above for this SLO.

02/06/2015 - Total of 14 students participated in the
SLO assessment. 13 out of 14 passed this SLO while
only one did not, with a success rate of 92%, slightly
lower success rate compared to that of SLO #1 and #2.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Action & Follow-Up

SLO #2 assesses reading and writing skills,
emphasizing grammar and vocabulary. The high
success rate (100%) significantly exceeds the expected
rate (70%).
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
David Shan

More than 150 new Chinese characters were taught in
Chinese 3 course beyond Chinese 2. SLO #3 assesses
the skills of recognizing and utilizing those characters.
The success rate (92%) is notably higher than the
expected rate (70%).
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
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12/11/2015 - Maintain the high level of
success (100%).
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/11/2015 - Continue the current
teaching strategy and maintain high
level of success.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

David Shan
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
David Shan

ECC: FREN 3 - Intermediate French I - SLO #1 Upon completion of this course students will
converse in a culturally appropriate manner about
themselves and their lives as well as cultural
aspects of France and/or francophone countries
such as the euro zone, commerce in France,
housing etc. Students will do so within the limits
of vocabulary and structures appropriate to
beginning French 3.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Spring 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: FREN 5 - Advanced French I - SLO #1 Upon completion of this course students will
write a 2-3 page creative, analytical paper or a
summary in French on an assigned topic related
to the culturally appropriate texts/works studied
in class.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Assessed by oral exam in final exam. Students
are asked approximately 10 oral questions and
respond using the structures as well as the
cultural elements taught in the course.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of students will pass the slo target.

12/10/2014 - All French 3 students were assessed for
SLO1 on Dec 10, 2014 during the last week of the
semester. 11students out of 11 meet SLO1. This is not
surprising since this is a French 3 course. Most students
who take this course want to do so. They are usually
interested and motivated to learn to speak the language
and do well in the course.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Dr. Berman
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Dr. Berman

05/13/2016 - The program aims to
maintain a 70% or higher pass rate for
SLO 1.

Assessment Method Description:
Assessed by a paper.
Assessment Method:
Essay/Written Assignment
Standard and Target for Success:
Maintain a 70% or higher pass rate for SLO 1

12/05/2014 - 11 students were enrolled in Fr 5 in Fall
2014. 9 students wrote a 2-3 page paper and met SLO1
for the course while 2 students did not. One student did
not turn in a paper while the second student turned in an
off-topic paper. (Both students that did not complete the
assignment were foreign students)
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Dr. Berman
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Dr. Berman

12/08/2017 - Maintain level of SLO 1
completion at 70% or above.

ECC: FREN 6 - Advanced French II - SLO #1 Upon completion of this course students will
write a 3-4 page creative, analytical paper or
summary in French on an assigned topic related
to the culturally appropriate texts/works studied
in class.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Assessed by a paper.
Assessment Method:
Essay/Written Assignment
Standard and Target for Success:
Pass rate for SLO1 over 70%

12/05/2014 - One student was enrolled in French 6 in
Fall 2014. She wrote a three-4 page paper and met the
SLO1 target.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Dr Berman
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Dr Berman

01/14/2015 - Maintain SLO1 passage
rate above 70%

04/29/2015 7:36 PM
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Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
02/19/2015 - Maintain pass rate of
SLO1 above 70%
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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ECC: GERM 1 - Elementary German I - SLO #1
- Upon completion of this course students will
converse in a culturally appropriate manner about
everyday topics such as greetings and personal
description within the limits of vocabulary and
structures appropriate to beginning German 1.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: GERM 1 - Elementary German I - SLO #2
- Upon completion of this course students will
read and demonstrate comprehension of a short
paragraph in German about other people, places
or everyday topics.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: ITAL 1 - Elementary Italian I - SLO #1 Upon completion of the course, successful
students will converse in a culturally appropriate
manner about everyday topics such as greetings
and personal description.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: ITAL 1 - Elementary Italian I - SLO #2 Upon completion of the course, successful
students will read and demonstrate
comprehension of a short paragraph about other
people, places or everyday topics.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam, 2-5 minutes long based on questions
by instructor to student and vice versa,
appropriate to the level.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students should pass this SLO.

01/31/2015 - 83% of the students (20/24) passed this
SLO. Given that the success rate (83%) was
significantly higher than the expected rate (70%),
students appear to have been highly successful in
achieving this SLO by the course’s end
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Christopher Stevens

01/31/2015 - Maintain current methods.

Assessment Method Description:
A reading selection on a comprehensive exam.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of the students should pass this SLO.

01/31/2015 - 96 % students (23 out of 24) students
01/31/2015 - Maintain current methods.
passed this SLO. Given that the success rate (96%) was
significantly higher than the expected rate (70%),
Action Category:
students appear to have been highly successful in
Teaching Strategies
achieving this SLO by the course’s end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Christopher Stevens

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
70%

09/12/2014 - Of the 29 students evaluated, 25 (86%)
met the standard.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Spring 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francesca Kemitch

06/11/2015 - Maintain current
instructional methods as this success
rate is satisfactory.

Assessment Method Description:
Read a paragraph and answer questions
Assessment Method:
Essay/Written Assignment
Standard and Target for Success:
70%

09/12/2014 - Of the 29 students evaluated, 23 (79%)
met the standard.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Spring 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francesca Kemitch

06/11/2015 - This is a light dip in
success from fall (84%), so faculty will
monitor this SLO over the next year for
an accurate assessment of students’
mastery of this SLO.
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Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
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Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: ITAL 1 - Elementary Italian I - SLO #3 Upon completion of the course, successful
students will write a paragraph about themselves
and everyday topics.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: ITAL 2 - Elementary Italian II - SLO #1 Converse in a culturally appropriate manner with
native speakers about topics such as discussing
their future plans or relating something that
happened to them in the past.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up
SLO/PLO Assessment Process

Assessment Method Description:
Write a short composition
Assessment Method:
Essay/Written Assignment
Standard and Target for Success:
70%

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam; students are asked to answer 5 oral
questions, and have a brief presentation (at least
2 minutes) about a topic of their interest. The
ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC is:
5. Response makes perfect sense. It is fast,
fluent, completely correct. It shows excellent
Italian 2 vocabulary use and easy to understand
pronunciation.
4 Response makes sense. It is rather fast,
fairly fluent and correct. It shows good Italian 2
vocabulary use and understandable
pronunciation. There may be some minor errors
in syntax.

09/12/2014 - Of the 29 students evaluated, 22 (76%)
met the standard.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Spring 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francesca Kemitch

06/11/2015 - This is an improvement
over fall of 2013 (58% success), which
is good, but the faculty should still
provide increased time instructing and
practicing writing skills.

12/11/2014 - 100% of students (8/8) did pass this SLO.
Students react very well to instruction and were well
prepared.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Rossella Pescatori
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rossella Pescatori

02/03/2015 - maintain the current
practices, which are creating activities
in class where students can practice
spoken Italian. Class size -smaller
number of students- makes the
difference. Students can have more
often individual feedback.

3. Response is still understandable. There is
some awkwardness in vocabulary use and/or
pronunciation. The content of the message
remains understandable to a sympathetic native
speaker but there are some serious errors in
syntax.
2. Response is hard to understand. There is
poor vocabulary use and difficult to understand
pronunciation. Speaker shows very little control
over syntax.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
02/03/2015 - maintain the current
practices -oral activities in class with
immediate feedback, and extra practice
at home using audiofiles.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
12/11/2014 - No action needed since
100% of the students reached SLO 1
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

1. Response may not be understood by a
sympathetic native speaker. There is very poor
vocabulary usage and pronunciation is very hard
04/29/2015 7:36 PM
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ECC: JAPA 1 - Elementary Japanese I - SLO #1 Upon completion of this course, successful
students will converse in Standard Japanese to
perform basic communicative tasks (e.g.,
exchange greetings/personal information, give
time/directions/daily activities) using
present/future and past tenses in formal
(desu/masu) speech style. Students will do so
within the limits of vocabulary and structures
appropriate to the beginning Japanese 1 level.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
Results
for Success / Tasks
to understand. Speaker
shows no control over syntax.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of students in all sections should pass SLO 1
reaching at least level 3 of oral proficiency.
Assessment Method Description:
Oral exams conducted individually (interviewformat, employing formal speech style) or in
pairs (conversation employing formal speech
style) of approx. 3-5 min. duration per student.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students assessed will
score a “C”/70% or above on this SLO.
Related Documents:
J1 SLO Assessment Rubric Fall 2014

12/12/2014 - SLO#1 assesses for the student’s levelappropriate Conversational (Speaking and Listening)
skills in the language. There were 6 sections of the
Japanese 1 course offered in Fall 2014, with a total of
174 students participating in this particular SLO
assessment. 152 out of the 174 students assessed had
passed this SLO (i.e., 22 did not), with a success rate of
87%. Thus, the targeted success rate was both achieved
and surpassed.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Ahn, Yuka Kitazono, Mari Lopez, Yuki
Minekawa

12/11/2015 - Continue with current
teaching strategies to maintain current
(i.e., higher than targeted 70%) success
rates.

09/11/2014 - There were 7 sections of the Japanese 1
course offered in Fall 2013, with a total of 193 students
participating in the SLO assessments:
165 out of the 193 students assessed had passed this
SLO (i.e., 28 did not), with a success rate of 85.49%.

12/12/2014 - Due to the relatively high
number of students enrolled in our
Japanese 1 courses (An average of. 2930 students per section in Fall 2013),
maintain our current success rates in
this SLO by continuing to provide
students with more opportunities to
practice/hone their conversational skills
both in (e.g., pair/group communicative
tasks) and outside the classroom (e.g.,
Language Lab).

In terms of specific language skills, SLO#1 may be
summarily described as covering the student’s levelappropriate oral or conversational (speaking and
listening) skills in the language.
At the Japanese 1 level, this means students are able to
comprehend and orally respond to requests for basic
personal info. (e.g., name, occupation, daily schedule)
as well as provide simple responses to questions (e.g.,
“How was class today?”, “What do you usually do on
the weekend?”) in present and past tenses employing
formal (-desu/-masu) speech style. The notion that all
predicates (i.e., adjectival, nominal, as well as verbal)
in Japanese conjugate for both tense and style is a
concept that students find quite challenging to grasp
initially, let alone produce orally, with some degree of
fluency/accurate pronunciation. Therefore, this
grammatical topic is heavily focused on (in class
lectures/textbook) and practiced (through classroom
activities/homework assignments) in all Japanese 1
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Action & Follow-Up
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Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
Follow-Up:
02/08/2015 - Action plan carried out
in Fall 2014 as stated
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

sections throughout the latter half of the course, when it
gets introduced. This has likely resulted in the notably
higher (85.49%) than expected (70%) success rate of
this particular SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Mari Lopez, Yuki Minekawa, Kanzo Takemori,
Yukiko Tsuboi

ECC: JAPA 1 - Elementary Japanese I - SLO #2 Upon completion of this course, successful
students will read and write hiragana, katakana,
and approx. 40 basic kanji characters and
demonstrate comprehension of prepared (8-10
sentence) texts written in them.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Reading component of final exam (e.g. Reading
passage in Japanese, followed by comprehension
questions)
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C”/70% or above on this SLO.

12/12/2014 - SLO#2 covers the student’s Reading skills
in the language (i.e., reading/recognition of the three
Japanese writing systems: Hiragana, Katakana, and
selected Kanji). There were 6 sections of the Japanese 1
course offered in Fall 2014, with a total of 174 students
participating in this particular SLO assessment. 135 out
of the 174 students assessed had passed this SLO (i.e.,
39 did not), with a success rate of 77%. Thus, the
targeted success rate was achieved.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Ahn, Yuka Kitazono, Mari Lopez, Yuki
Minekawa

12/11/2015 - Continue with current
teaching strategies to maintain current
(i.e., higher than targeted 70%) success
rates.

09/11/2014 - 151 out of the 193 students had passed
this SLO (i.e., 42 did not), with a success rate of
78.24%.
In terms of specific language skills, SLO#2 for
Japanese 1 may be summarily described as covering the
student’s reading/recognition of the Japanese writing
system/orthography (i.e., Hiragana, Katakana, selected
Kanji). Namely SLO#2 covers the student’s levelappropriate written skills in the language at the
“passive” (reading/recognition) level.
All seven sections had uniformly conducted their oral
(covering SLO#1) and written (covering SLO#2 and
#3) exams at two separate class meeting dates. All had
conducted their oral exams during the final week of the
semester as well. However, it was later learned that two
sections had administered their written exams earlier
than finals week. The fact that the assessments covering
SLO#2 and #3 were given earlier than the final week

09/11/2014 - Administer all SLO
assessments (both oral and written
exams) during the final week of the
semester, to ensure uniformity in the
fact that all results are measuring
student “outcome” or course completion
skills.

Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
SLO/PLO Assessment Process
Follow-Up:
02/08/2015 - In Fall 2014, SLO
assessments in all sections of
Japanese 1 were administered during
final week of semester. Action plan
completed as stated.
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

may have impacted the resulting scores/success rates of
students in these two sections, and this was indeed the
case: In the two sections noted, the success rate %s for
SLO #2 and #3 were at a significantly lower-thanexpected 48% and 30%, respectively.
To ensure the validity of future assessment results, we
seek to resolve this issue of (assessment) timing by the
next assessment cycle.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Mari Lopez, Yuki Minekawa, Kanzo Takemori,
Yukiko Tsuboi

ECC: JAPA 1 - Elementary Japanese I - SLO #3 Upon completion of this course, successful
students will Compose simple sentences and
responses to questions employing hiragana,
katakana, and learned kanji appropriately.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Writing component of final exam (e.g. Written
personal responses to oral/written questions)
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C”/70% or above on this SLO.

12/12/2014 - SLO#3 covers the student’s levelappropriate Written skills in the language (i.e.,
writing/production of text employing the Japanese
orthography), including knowledge of its grammar and
vocabulary as necessary to do so. There were 6 sections
of the Japanese 1 course offered in Fall 2014, with a
total of 173 students participating in this particular SLO
assessment: 131 out of the 173 students had passed this
SLO (i.e., 42 did not), with a success rate of 75%.
Compared to SLO#2, which may be said to cover the
student’s level-appropriate mastery of written Japanese
at a “passive” (reading/recognition) level, SLO#3 does
so at an “active” (writing/production) one. Written
Japanese involves the appropriate use of 3 separate
scripts/writing systems (i.e., Hiragana, Katakana, and
Kanji) Therefore, the degree of difficulty would
naturally be greater to “actively” write out a coherent
sentence/paragraph in Japanese, than to “passively”
read/recognize text written in it. Thus, the slight
decrease in success rates from SLO 2--> 3 (77% -->
75%) is not at all surprising in the case of Japanese,
given its orthography. Still, the targeted success rate
was achieved.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Rebecca Ahn, Yuka Kitazono, Mari Lopez, Yuki
Minekawa

Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive.

12/11/2015 - Maintain current (i.e.,
higher than targeted 70%) success rates,
by assigning more writing exercises
(e.g., in-class or as homework)
throughout the semester, so that
students can practice their writing skills
more, as it appears to be the most
challenging among the three SLOs for
our students to achieve.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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ECC: JAPA 21 - Beginning Conversational
Japanese - SLO #1 - Upon completion of the
course, successful students will converse in
natural, colloquial Japanese within the limits of
vocabulary and structures acquired in beginning
Japanese 1 and 2 levels.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Assessment Method Description:
Speaking component of final exam. Students
were presented with 15-17 expressions/questions
(orally in Japanese) or social situations (in
English) that are commonly heard/encountered
in Japanese daily life, and instructed to write out
the (culturally) appropriate responses to them in
Japanese. Japanese 21 students were allowed to
provide brief, simple sentence responses (as
opposed to Japanese 22 students, who were

Results

Action & Follow-Up

09/11/2014 - 133 out of the 193 students had passed
this SLO (60 did not), with a success of 68%
In terms of specific language skills, SLO#3 for
Japanese 1 may be summarily described as covering the
student’s level-appropriate writing/production of text
employing the Japanese orthography (including
grammar and vocabulary). Basically, SLO#3 covers the
student’s written skills in the language at the “active”
(writing/production) level.
Written Japanese involves the use of 3 separate
scripts/writing systems (i.e., Hiragana, Katakana, and
Kanji) that students need to acquire the reading/writing
of on an individual character basis initially, then
increase fluency in, to do so at the sentence level.
Therefore, the degree of difficulty in producing proper
written Japanese would naturally be greater to
“actively” write out a coherent sentence/paragraph in
Japanese, than to “passively” read/recognize text
written in it.
Thus, the overall decrease in success rates from SLO 1->2--> 3 was not surprising, since each language skill
(i.e., speaking/listening --> reading --> writing) gets
progressively more “difficult” to master in the case of
Japanese, due to its unique orthography.
As mentioned in the Data Analysis & Discussion
section for SLO#2, there were two out of the seven
Japanese 1 sections that had administered their written
exams earlier than finals week, resulting in noticeably
lower success rate %s for SLO #2 and #3 by the
students in these two particular sections (i.e., 48% and
30%, respectively). Thus, we seek to address this
inconsistency by the next assessment cycle.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2013-14 (Fall 2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
David Shan, Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Mari Lopez, Yuki Minekawa, Kanzo Takemori,
Yukiko Tsuboi

12/12/2014 - Administer all SLO
assessments (both oral and written
exams) during the final week of the
semester, to ensure uniformity in the
fact that all results are measuring
student “outcome” or course completion
skills.

12/06/2014 - 10 out of a total of 23 students assessed
had passed this SLO (13 did not), with a success rate of
43%. Thus, the targeted success rate (of 70%) was not
achieved. Those who were unsuccessful in achieving
this SLO appear to have had little to no comprehension
of what they heard/were asked in Japanese.

12/03/2016 - Due to the fact that some
degree of fluency in reading (if not
writing) Japanese kana orthography
(i.e., Hiragana and Katakana) is
minimally necessary to be able to
comprehend and follow course
handouts and materials, the
recommended prerequisite for Japanese
21 should be at least completion of
Japanese 2 at ECC (or equivalent),

Standard Met? :
No

Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive.

Action Category:
SLO/PLO Assessment Process
Follow-Up:
02/06/2015 - In Fall 2014,
assessment of all three SLOs for
Japanese 1 were conducted the final
week, so this action has been carried
out and completed as planned.
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up
instead of just Japanese 1 (as stated in
current catalog).

2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

required to give longer, more elaborated ones).
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score
70% or above on this SLO.

ECC: JAPA 21 - Beginning Conversational
Japanese - SLO #2 - Upon completion of the
course, successful students will comprehend
questions on everyday topics and social situations
in Japanese society (e.g., work, school, social
life) and provide simple responses to them in a
culturally appropriate manner.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Listening comprehension component of final
exam. Students were presented orally in
Japanese with 13-15 commonly heard
expressions/questions in Japanese daily life, and
instructed to provide a translation/brief
explanation of their meaning/intent in English.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score
70% or above on this SLO.

ECC: JAPA 22 - Intermediate Conversational
Japanese - SLO #1 - Upon completion of the
course, successful students will converse with
fluency in natural, colloquial Japanese within the
limits of vocabulary and structures acquired in
beginning Japanese 2 and intermediate Japanese
3-4 levels.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Speaking component of final exam. Students
were presented with 15-17 expressions/questions
(orally in Japanese) or social situations (in
English) that are commonly heard/encountered
in Japanese daily life, and instructed to write out
the (culturally) appropriate responses to them in
Japanese. Japanese 22 students were required to
provide longer, more detailed/elaborated
responses (as opposed to Japanese 21 students,
who were allowed to give brief/simple ones).
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score
70% or above on this SLO.

12/06/2014 - 5 out of a total of 7 students assessed had
passed this SLO (2 did not), with a success rate of 71%.
Thus, the targeted success rate was achieved.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Kanzo Takemori

12/05/2015 - Continue with current
instructional methods and materials to
maintain this success rate. Possibly add
new questions to ensure assessment
more comprehensively covers course
topics.

ECC: JAPA 22 - Intermediate Conversational
Japanese - SLO #2 - Upon completion of the
course, successful students will comprehend
questions on everyday topics and social situations
in Japanese society (e.g., work, school, social
life) and provide full responses to them in a
culturally appropriate manner.

Assessment Method Description:
Listening comprehension component of final
exam. Students were presented orally in
Japanese with 13-15 commonly heard
expressions/questions in Japanese daily life, and
instructed to provide a translation/brief
explanation of their meaning/intent in English.

12/06/2014 - 6 out of a total of 7 students assessed had
passed this SLO (only 1 did not), with a success rate of
86%. Thus, the targeted success rate was achieved.

12/05/2015 - Continue with current
instructional methods and materials to
maintain this success rate. Possibly add
new questions to ensure assessment
more comprehensively covers course
topics.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Kanzo Takemori

12/06/2014 - 15 out of a total of 23 students assessed
had passed this SLO (8 did not), with a success rate of
65%. Thus, the targeted success rate (of 70%) was not
achieved.
Those who were unsuccessful in achieving this SLO
appear to have had little to no comprehension of what
they heard in Japanese.
Standard Met? :
No
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Kanzo Takemori

That “listening” or the ability to comprehend what one
hears in the target language may be considered a more
“passive” skill than to “actively” speak or produce an

Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive.

Action Category:
Curriculum Changes

12/03/2016 - Due to the fact that some
degree of familiarity with the long
(=formal/polite) and short
(=informal/casual) form of predicates is
minimally necessary to be able to
comprehend and follow course
handouts and materials, the
recommended prerequisite for Japanese
21 should be at least completion of
Japanese 2 at ECC (or equivalent),
instead of just Japanese 1 (as stated in
current catalog).
Action Category:
Curriculum Changes

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score
70% or above on this SLO.

Results

Action & Follow-Up

appropriate response to it, might explain the higher
success rates in SLO#2 (86%) compared to SLO#1
(71%).

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Kanzo Takemori

ECC: JAPA 3 - Intermediate Japanese I - SLO #1
- Converse in Standard Japanese in a culturally
appropriate manner (e.g., using appropriate
speech style and perspective) with Japanese
speakers about everyday life situations (e.g.,
employment, traveling, gift-giving). Students will
do so within the limits of vocabulary and
structures appropriate to the intermediate
Japanese 3 level.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam consisting of the presentation of a
scripted (but memorized) group skit on one of
three possible everyday situations in Japan: P/T
job interview, gift-selection/giving, planning a
sightseeing trip. Groups consisted of 3 students
each, and skits were 10-12 mins. in duration (3-4
mins. of speaking per student) In their skits,
students were instructed to use the new grammar
structures and vocabulary/expressions they were
introduced to during the course, and to employ
the speech style (i.e., informal/casual or
formal/polite) appropriate to the (social) roles
they are playing.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” (70% success rate) or above on this SLO.

12/11/2014 - There was only one section of the
Japanese 3 in Fall 2014, with a total of 29 students
participating in this particular SLO assessment. All 29
out of the 29 students assessed had passed this
particular SLO, with a success rate of 100%. Thus,
results indicate that all Japanese 3 students had
successfully achieved level-appropriate conversational
skills in the language upon completion of the course.
Typically, students who enroll in Japanese courses at
the intermediate level (i.e., Japanese 3 or 4) are either
doing so to fulfill major requirements, or have a strong
interest in and aptitude for learning the language; thus,
they tend to be highly motivated to succeed in the
course. A number of them (approx. 6-7 students) in Fall
2014 were also heritage speakers of Japanese, with
typically strong oral skills in the language. Such factors
likely contributed to the ideally high (100%) success
rate of students on this particular SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Nina Yoshida

12/10/2015 - Continue with current
teaching strategies to maintain current
success rates.

ECC: JAPA 3 - Intermediate Japanese I - SLO #2
- Read and write hiragana, katakana, and approx.
200 kanji characters and demonstrate
comprehension of longer (3-4 paragraph)
prepared narratives and texts (e.g., diaries,
travelogues, social letters, advice columns)
written in them.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)

Assessment Method Description:
Reading component of final exam consisting of a
four-paragraph reading passage containing
approx. 125 (out of the 200) learned Kanji,
followed by content comprehension questions.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” (70% success rate) or above on this SLO.

12/11/2014 - There was only one section of Japanese 3
in Fall 2014, with a total of 29 students participating in
this particular SLO assessment. 26 out of the 29
students assessed passed this particular SLO (i.e., 3 did
not) with a success rate of 90%.

12/10/2015 - Continue with current
teaching strategies to maintain current
(i.e., higher than targeted 70%) success
rates. Expose students to more authentic
reading materials, so they can receive
more input/insight on textual
organization/cohesion in Japanese.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

As the success rate of 90% was considerably higher
than anticipated initially (70%) it appears nearly all
students achieved level-appropriate proficiency in their
Japanese reading skills at course completion.

Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Action & Follow-Up

The reading passage used in the assessment was based
on a topic that many students were interested in or
already familiar with (i.e., a popular Japanese anime
character), and this may have contributed to the high
rate of comprehension of its content.

2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

ECC: JAPA 3 - Intermediate Japanese I - SLO #3
- Compose a short essay in Japanese that
develops a given theme (e.g., a memorable
experience/favorite place/biographical account of
someone) in 2-3 related paragraphs, using learned
kanji, vocabulary, idiomatic/cultural expressions,
and structures appropriately.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Results

Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Nina Yoshida

Assessment Method Description:
Writing section of final exam consisting of a 400
-character (3-4 paragraph) essay on “My
Favorite Place”. Students were instructed to
employ as much as possible the new grammar
structures and vocabulary/expressions they were
introduced to during the course in their essays, as
well as a minimum of 50 learned Kanji.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
“C” (70% success rate) or above on this SLO.

12/11/2014 - There was only one section of Japanese 3
in Fall 2014, with a total of 29 students participating in
this particular SLO assessment. Only 15 out of the 29
students assessed passed this particular SLO (i.e., 14
did not) with a success rate of just 52%.

12/10/2015 - Change assessment
method from “Written section of final
exam” to “Final writing assignment” to
be assigned prior to, but with the final
draft due finals week or on day of
course final exam.

Among essays judged “unacceptable” in achieving
SLO#3, the reasons were primarily mechanical: Either
Action Category:
they fell below the designated length (400 characters)
SLO/PLO Assessment Process
or did not employ the designated number of Kanji (50
characters) in them. Otherwise, these were achieved but
at the expense of numerous spelling/grammatical
accuracies, and lack of textual cohesion/organization.
Because producing a coherent, well-formed written
sentence in Japanese involves correctly applying 3
separate scripts (i.e., Hiragana, Katakana, and Kanji) as
well as knowing its vocabulary and grammar, it is
considerably more “challenging” to produce 2-3
paragraphs of (accurate and cohesive) text within a
limited time (i.e., an in-class final exam) in Japanese
than in a Roman alphabet-based language (e.g.,
English). Thus, allowing students more time and/or
resources (e.g., access to textbook/dictionaries to selfcheck for possible spelling, grammar errors) to
complete this assessment, may lead to higher success
rates in the future for this particular SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Nina Yoshida
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Nina Yoshida

04/29/2015 7:36 PM
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for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

Related Documents:
Japn 3 SLO3 Assessment Rubric

ECC: SPAN 2 - Elementary Spanish II - SLO #1
- Upon completion of Spanish 2, successful
students will converse in and comprehend
Spanish using the simple past tenses (Preterite/
Imperfect), and Future tense about everyday
topics, such as description and narration about
childhood and other stages of life, celebrations
and social life, within the limits of vocabulary
appropriate to beginning Spanish 2.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam. Instructors assessed their students
through an oral exam during which each student
was asked about and discussed everyday topics
within the limits of vocabulary and structures
appropriate to beginning Spanish 2.
Assessment Method:
Presentation/Skill Demonstration
Standard and Target for Success:
Students get 70% of all categories listed on a
rubric.

ECC: SPAN 2 - Elementary Spanish II - SLO #2
- Upon completion of Spanish 2, successful
students will read and comprehend short
paragraphs in Spanish on topics such as food,
health and well-being, housing, city life, personal
relationships, and celebrations.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Instructors assessed their students through a
reading comprehension text on topics such as
food, health and well being, housing, city life,
personal relationships, and celebrations.
Readings were within the limits of structures
appropriate to beginning Spanish 2. This activity
was part of the final exam.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
Students answer 70% of the answers correctly.

01/27/2015 - Consider assessing
heritage speakers for proper placement
in upper levels of the program or in the
The repetitive speaking practice, which students partake heritage speakers' classes.
in during each class session, clearly enabled them to
discuss a variety of topics with more ease at the end of
the semester.
Action Category:
Curriculum Changes
Given that the success rate (98%) was significantly
higher than expected (70%), students appear to have
been highly successful in achieving this SLO by
course's end.
Note that there may be differences in the total number
of students evaluated between SLOs and not all
students completed each SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francisca Mejia
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class and Carmen Sotolongo
Related Documents:
Conversation Rubric.docx

ECC: SPAN 2 - Elementary Spanish II - SLO #3 Assessment Method Description:
- Upon completion of Spanish 2, successful
Instructors assessed their students through a
students will write a three- paragraph essay in
guided writing activity where they had to write
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

01/26/2015 - 56 out of 57 students passed this SLO (1
did not), with a success rate of 98%.

01/26/2015 - 52 out of 61 students passed this SLO (9
did not) with a success rate of 85%.
Given that the success rate (85%) was higher than
expected (70%), students appear to have been highly
successful in achieving this SLO by course's end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francisca Mejia
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class and Carmen Sotolongo

01/26/2015 - 50 out of 61 students passed this SLO (11
did not) with a success rate of 82%.
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01/26/2015 - Continue to provide ample
communicative opportunities in class as
well as make use of the speaking
activities (online recording) that the
digital platform we currently usePanorama Supersite- provides.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

01/26/2015 - Continue promoting this
skill by allotting reading activities both
in class and as homework; thereafter
reviewing readings and comprehension
questions in class. Also continue
promoting this skill by assigning online
(using the Supersite reading
assignments) activities.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

01/27/2015 - Continue using the 5-10
sentence composition as part of the final
exam and incorporate a similar
Page 15 of 22
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Spanish describing and narrating in the past about
childhood and other stages of life, celebrations
and social life using the Preterite and Imperfect,
Present Subjunctive tenses.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
three paragraphs in Spanish describing and
narrating in the past about childhood, and other
stages of life, celebrations and social life using
the Preterite and Imperfect, and present
subjunctive tenses. This activity was part of the
final exam.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
Students get 70% of all categories listed on a
rubric.

Results

Action & Follow-Up

The degree of difficulty in writing in (in a foreign
language) coherent and grammatically correct
paragraphs is greater than reading/ recognizing text that
makes up a reading. Thus, the decrease in success rates
from SLO 2 (85%) to SLO 3 (82%).

assignment as one more tool to assess
our students at a midterm exam with
only the contents and constructions
covered at the time (in terms of tenses,
the imperfect and imperfect, the future,
and the present subjunctive tenses
Albeit, the success rate (82%) was higher than expected would be included).
(70%). Students appear to have been successful in
achieving this SLO by course's end.
Action Category:
Standard Met? :
Teaching Strategies
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
01/26/2015 - Provide more
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
communicative writing opportunities in
Faculty Assessment Leader:
class and allot time for brief individual
Francisca Mejia
conferences to review students' writing.
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Provide more online writing activities
Alicia Class and Carmen Sotolongo
(through Supersite assignments) and
Related Documents:
encourage students to seek additional
help during their instructor's office
Writing Rubric for Spanish SLOs.docx
hours.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

ECC: SPAN 2 - Elementary Spanish II - SLO #4
- Upon completion of Spanish 2, successful
students will demonstrate developing awareness
of Hispanic culture, values and traditions such as
coming of age at fifteen parties (quinceañera),
day of the dead, saint day celebration, etc.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Instructors assessed their students through a
multiple choice test/ open ended questions as
part of the final exam.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
Students answer 70% of the answers correctly.

01/26/2015 - 58 out of 61 students passed this SLO (3
did not), with a success rate of 95%.
Discussions of Hispanic culture are emphasized in
class. Instructors also supplement lectures with power
points about specific cultural points, for example,
Hispanic cuisine. In addition, the cultural readings
found in the textbook serve as an excellent springboard
to discussions of the many and diverse aspects of the
Hispanic culture.

12/11/2015 - Continue promoting and
bringing the Spanish culture into our
language classes both through our faceto- face class meetings and through the
online culture-related assignments
available on the Panorama Supersite.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Again, given that the success rate (95%) was
significantly higher than expected (70%), students
appear to have been highly successful in achieving this
SLO by course's end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Francisca Mejia
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class and Carmen Sotolongo
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

ECC: SPAN 4 - Intermediate Spanish II - SLO #1
- Upon completion of Spanish 4, successful
students will converse with some ease and
correctness with native Spanish speakers or
speakers of Spanish with native-like abilities in
daily situations as well as cultural aspects of
Hispanic countries such as Latin American and
Spanish cinema, transportation and technology,
education etc. Students should show the ability
to use the preterit and imperfect tenses from the
indicative mood correctly as well as the present,
imperfect, present perfect and pluperfect tenses
of the subjunctive mood when speaking.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 4 - Intermediate Spanish II - SLO#2
- Upon completion of Spanish 4, successful
students will read and demonstrate in Spanish
comprehension of authentic texts, including
newspapers, printed and electronic articles and
letters, and literature.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Oral exam covering past, present, future using
both the Subjunctive and Indicative moods
correctly.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of students should score a C (target level
according to ACTFL OPI rubric) or higher.

12/02/2014 - 100% of the students were able to
converse in Spanish. Nine students were tested and all
nine were able to converse in Spanish with minimal or
no interference from their native languages.
Success rate was due to the fact that the students came
to the course already able to converse in Spanish and
the goals were well defined throughout the semester.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Carmen Sotolongo
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Carmen Sotolongo

12/01/2015 - Maintain current teaching
strategies.

Assessment Method Description:
In-class written exam consisting of 12 in depth
comprehension question about a short story they
read out of class.
Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of students should score a grade of C or
better.

11/25/2014 - Nine tested were tested from which 4
students received acceptable passing scores. 56% were
unacceptable. The story given belonged to the Magic
Realism genre and may have been too difficult from a
conceptual and philosophical perspective for students
who had not been exposed to this genre. The poor
success rate may be attributed to this factor. 100% of
the students were able to answer questions that were
non philosophical in nature well but because some
students were not able to answer the questions that were
more complex the overall test score was low. Prior to
this evaluation students had read and discussed magic
realism stories in class.
Standard Met? :
No
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Carmen Sotolongo
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Carmen Sotolongo

11/24/2015 - In future classes
assessment should focus less on the
philosophical topics of Magic Realism
or whichever genre is chosen as an
assessment tool. Also students will be
given more guidance on how to
interpret the philosophical elements of
stories.

ECC: SPAN 4 - Intermediate Spanish II - SLO#3
- Upon completion of Spanish 4, successful
students will write a composition in Spanish
with a minimum of three paragraphs about
themselves or others recounting their future plans

Assessment Method Description:
In-class composition consisting of a minimum of
three paragraphs in which students are to use
appropriate verb tenses, mood and vocabulary.
Assessment Method:

12/02/2014 - Nine students wrote compositions in
which 6 students did very well and 3 did not write an
acceptable composition. Upon close inspection of the
compositions I was able to conclude that all of the three
students who did not an acceptable composition were

12/01/2015 - Discuss the standards and
curriculum of Spanish 1 - 3 with
colleagues to improve grammar
standards and prepare students for
higher level Spanish courses.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM
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Course SLOs 1 and ctu.unitid = 741
employing the proper use of vocabulary and a
variety of verb tenses in the indicative mood
(present, preterit, imperfect, future, conditional,
perfect) as well as the present, past and perfect
tenses of the subjunctive mood (describing their
vision for themselves or other socially relevant
current topics).
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 5 - Advanced Spanish I - SLO #1 Upon completion of the Spanish 5, successful
students will write a 2-3 page creative, analytical
paper in Spanish on a literary work written in
Spanish and studied in class.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 5 - Advanced Spanish I - SLO #2 Upon completion of the Spanish 5, successful
students will compose an organized paper in
Spanish with an introduction, at least 3 related
paragraphs and a conclusion.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 5 - Advanced Spanish I - SLO #3 Upon completion of the Spanish 5, successful
students will use simple yet correct Spanish
language acquired in levels 1-4.

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

incapable of using correctly the Perfect tenses, the
Subjunctive mood, present, past and pluperfect forms.
Standard Met? :
No
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Carmen Sotolongo
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Carmen Sotolongo

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Assessment Method Description:
A 2-3 page term paper in Spanish addressing the
focus and material studied in class
Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

02/06/2015 - 9 students were enrolled in SPAN 5 in
Fall 2014. All students wrote a 2-3 page paper and 7 of
them met SLO#1 for the course while 2 students did
not. Both students who did not meet this SLO showed
poor creativity and analytical skills in their papers.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

02/07/2015 - To continue maintaining
current success rates In SLO#1

Assessment Method Description:
A 2-3 page term paper in Spanish addressing the
focus and material studied in class.
Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

02/06/2015 - Out of the 9 students enrolled in SPAN 5
in Fall 2014, all 9 wrote a 2-3 page paper and 6 of them
met SLO#2 for the course while 3 students did not. The
students who did not meet this SLO did not submit such
a well-organized essay as it was expected of them.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

02/07/2015 - To continue maintaining
current success rates In SLO#2

Assessment Method Description:
A 2-3 page term paper in Spanish addressing the
focus and material studied in class.
Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:

02/06/2015 - 9 students were enrolled in SPAN 5 in
Fall 2014. All students wrote a 2-3 page paper and 8 of
them met SLO#3 for the course while only 1 student
did not. The only student who did not meet this SLO
happened to be one who enrolled in the class after a
long time had passed since his previous Spanish class,

02/07/2015 - To continue maintaining
current success rates In SLO#3

Essay/Written Assignment
Standard and Target for Success:
90% of students should complete this task with a
C grade or better.
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Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 52A - Spanish for Native Speakers SLO #1 - Upon completion of Spanish 52A,
successful students will converse in Spanish
using present tense, simple past tense, imperfect
tense, and basic vocabulary in the fields of art,
music, film, literature, fashion, sports, and
physical fitness.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 52A - Spanish for Native Speakers SLO #2 - Upon completion of Spanish 52A,
successful students will read and summarize in
Spanish poems, short stories, and short essays by
Spanish-speaking authors.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

Results

Action & Follow-Up

and it showed in his poor academic writing style.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

Assessment Method Description:
Oral presentation. Instructor assessed her
students through an oral presentation during
which each student first discussed cultural
information on a Spanish-speaking country with
subsequent questions from the instructor within
the limits of vocabulary and structures
appropriate to the level of Spanish 52A.
Assessment Method:
Presentation/Skill Demonstration
Standard and Target for Success:
Criteria: Students get 70% of all categories listed
on a rubric.
Related Documents:
oral rubric

12/12/2014 - Conversational skills: 28 out of 28 passed
this SLO (0 did not), with a success rate of 100%. Note
that there may be differences in the total number of
students evaluated between SLOs and not all students
completed each SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Alicia Class
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class

12/11/2015 - Continue providing ample
communicative opportunities in class
and as homework with no reliance of
English as a means for communication.

Assessment Method Description:
Reading comprehension questions. Instructor
assessed her students through a reading
comprehension text designed for the reading of
short stories. Readings were within the limits of
structures appropriate to Spanish 52A. This
activity was part of one of their final class
projects.
Assessment Method:
Project
Standard and Target for Success:
Criteria: Students get 70% of all categories listed
on a rubric.

12/12/2014 - Reading skills: 22 out of 28 students
passed this SLO (6 did not) with a success rate of 79%.
Note that there may be differences in the total number
of students evaluated between SLOs as not all students
completed each SLO.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Alicia Class
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class
Reviewer's Comments:
Given that the success rate (79%) was higher
than expected (70%), students appear to have
been moderately successful in achieving this
SLO by course's end. The notable decrease in
success rate fro SLO1 (100%) was simply due to
the fact that during this particular semester, 6 out
of the 28 students did not turn in their reading
project.

12/15/2015 - Continue promoting this
skill by allotting reading activities both
in class and as homework; thereafter
reviewing readings and comprehension
questions in class. Also, continue
promoting this skill by assigning an
individual reading project with set dates
for completion.
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks
ECC: SPAN 52A - Spanish for Native Speakers - Assessment Method Description:
SLO #3 - Upon completion of Spanish 52A,
Instructor assessed her students through a guided
successful students will write in Spanish about
writing activity where they had to write three
historical, cultural, and literary aspects of several paragraphs in Spanish describing and narrating
Spanish-speaking countries and Hispanic
in the preterite and the imperfect verb tenses
communities in the United States using preterite historical, cultural, and literary aspects of several
and imperfect verb tenses basic command of
Spanish-speaking countries and Hispanic
orthography and written phonetic and diacritical communities in the United States. This activity
accents.
was part of the final exam.
Assessment Method:
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
Exam/Test/Quiz
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Standard and Target for Success:
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
Criteria: Students get 70% of all categories listed
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
on a rubric.
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
Course SLOs 1 and ctu.unitid = 741

ECC: SPAN 52A - Spanish for Native Speakers SLO #4 - Upon completion of Spanish 52A,
successful students will demonstrate basic
awareness of cultural events and topics of Spain,
several North, Central, and South American
Spanish-speaking countries, and Hispanic
communities in the United States. These topics
include the first inhabitants of these particular
Spanish-speaking countries as well as Latino
immigration in English-speaking North America.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
Oral presentation. Instructor assessed her
students through a presentation as part of one of
their final class projects.
Assessment Method:
Presentation/Skill Demonstration
Standard and Target for Success:
Criteria: Students get 705 of all categories listed
on a rubric.
Related Documents:
Oral Rubric.docx

Results

Action & Follow-Up

12/12/2014 - Writing skills: 27 out of 28 students
passed this SLO (1 did not) with a success rate of 96%.

12/15/2015 - Continue providing
writing opportunities in and out of class,
as well as practice drills on spelling and
the correct use of diacritical accent
marks. Encourage students to have a
personal vocabulary spelling journal.

The repetitive writing practice, along with dictations
and frequent spelling and diacritical accent drills,
clearly enabled students to improve their writing skills.

Given that the success rate (96%) was significantly
Action Category:
higher than the expected (70%), students appear to have
Teaching Strategies
been highly successful in achieving this SLO by
course's end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Alicia Class
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class
Reviewer's Comments:
The 100% success rate of this SLO was not
achieved due to the fact that one excellent
student failed to see the written portion of the
exam, thus did not complete it.
Related Documents:
Writing Rubric.docx

12/12/2014 - Culture skill: 27 out of 28 students passed
this SLO (1 did not), with a success rate of 96%.
Discussions of Hispanic culture are emphasized in
class. Instructor also supplements lectures with power
point presentations and in-class presentations about
specific cultural points. In addition, each lesson in the
textbook provides thorough and diverse cultural
readings that enhance and promote class discussions on
Hispanic culture.

02/03/2015 - Continue promoting and
bringing Hispanic culture into the class
both through fact-to-face meetings and
through culture-related assignments
and/or projects. Encourage students to
share and describe their own Hispanic
culture in our class discussions.
Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Given that the success rate (96%) was significantly
higher than expected (70%), students appear to have
been highly successful in achieving this SLO by
course's end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Alicia Class
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class
Reviewer's Comments:
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Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

The success rate of 100% of this SLO was not
achieved due to the fact that one student failed to
present his project.
12/12/2014 - Culture skills: 27 out of 28 students
passed this SLO (1 did not), with a success rate of 96%.
Discussions of Hispanic culture are emphasized in
class. Instructor also supplements lectures with power
points and diverse cultural readings that enhance and
promote class discussions on Hispanic culture.
Given that the success rate (96%) was significantly
higher than expected (70%), students appear to have
been highly successful in achieving this SLO by
course's end.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Alicia Class
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Alicia Class
Reviewer's Comments:
The success rate of 100% of this SLO was not
achieved due to the fact that one of the students
failed to present his project.
Related Documents:
Oral Rubric.docx

ECC: SPAN 6 - Advanced Spanish II - SLO #1 Upon completion of Spanish 6, successful
students will write a 3-4 page creative, analytical
paper or summary in Spanish on a literary work
written in Spanish and studied in class.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 6 - Advanced Spanish II - SLO #2 Upon completion of Spanish 6, successful
students will compose an organized paper in
Spanish with an introduction, at least 5 related
paragraphs and a conclusion.
04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Method Description:
A 3-4 page paper in Spanish in which the student
demonstrates his/her comprehension of written
material and addresses the focus and material
studied in class.
Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

02/07/2015 - 2 students were enrolled in SPAN 6 in
Fall 2014. One student wrote a 4 page paper and easily
met SLO#1 for the course while the other student wrote
a 2-page paper with not much in terms of creativity or
analysis.
Standard Met? :
No
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

02/07/2015 - Next time around I will
make sure that enough exploratory
writing is done by the students prior to
the final draft so that they will have to
return to the primary text and re-see it.

Assessment Method Description:
A 3-4 page paper in Spanish in which the student
demonstrates his/her comprehension of written
material and addresses the focus and material
studied in class.

02/07/2015 - 2 students were enrolled in SPAN 6 in
Fall 2014. One student wrote a 4 page paper and easily
met SLO#2 for the course while the other student wrote
a 2-page paper with not enough supporting paragraphs
and not an adequate conclusion.

02/07/2015 - Next time around I will
make sure that enough exploratory
writing is done by the students prior to
the final draft so that they will have to
return to the primary text and re-see it.
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Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active
ECC: SPAN 6 - Advanced Spanish II - SLO #3 Upon completion of Spanish 6, successful
students will use both simple and more complex
Spanish language and idiomatic expressions
acquired in levels 1-4 as well as their personal
readings of previous Spanish works.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
2015-16 (Fall 2015)
2016-17 (Fall 2016)
2017-18 (Fall 2017)
Input Date:
11/20/2013
Course SLO Status:
Active

04/29/2015 7:36 PM

Assessment Methods & Standard and Target
for Success / Tasks

Results

Action & Follow-Up

Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

Standard Met? :
No
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Assessment Method Description:
A 3-4 page paper in Spanish in which the student
demonstrates his/her comprehension of written
material and addresses the focus and material
studied in class.
Assessment Method:
Term/Research Paper
Standard and Target for Success:
It is expected that 70% of students will score a
70% or above on this SLO.

02/07/2015 - 2 students were enrolled in SPAN 6 in
Fall 2014. Both students easily met SLO#3 for the
course showing a good command of the Spanish
language in written form.
Standard Met? :
Yes
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:
2014-15 (Fall 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Andrés Moina

02/07/2015 - To continue maintaining
current success rates in SLO3
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